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Although methods such as spectrophotometry are useful for identifying growth differences among bacterial
strains, it is currently difficult to similarly determine whether bacteriophage strains differ in growth using
high throughput methods. Here we use automated spectrophotometry to develop an in vitro method for indi-
rectly distinguishing fitness (growth) differences among virus strains, based on direct measures of their infected
bacterial hosts. We used computer simulations of a mathematical model for phage growth to predict which fea-
tures of bacterial growth curves were best associated with differences in growth among phage strains. We then
tested these predictions using the in vitro method to confirm which of the inferred viral growth traits best
reflected known fitness differences among genotypes of the RNAphage phi-6, when infecting a Pseudomonas syr-
ingae host. Results showed that the inferred phage trait of time-to-extinction (time required to drive bacterial
density below detectable optical density) reliably correlated with genotype rankings based on absolute fitness
(phage titer perml). These data suggested that the high-throughput analysiswas valuable for identifying growth
differences among virus strains, and that the method may be especially useful for high throughput analyses of
fitness differences among phage strains cultured and/or evolved in liquid (unstructured) environments.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Classic studies with bacteria and lytic phage helped establish the
field of molecular biology (Davis, 2003), and recent efforts show that
these microbes can usefully address questions in evolutionary biology
(Duffy and Turner, 2008; Turner et al., 2009). Growth of lytic phage is
traditionally visualized via plaques formed on superabundant host
lawns in semi-solid agar, and growth performance of phage genotypes
can be quantified by manually counting plaques to gauge changes in
virus number (titer per volume) over time. However, this traditional
method is labor-intensive and potentially subjective, perhaps con-
straining the scale and ambition of evolution experiments using
phage. Some bacteria studies have complemented the analogous proce-
dure of colony counting by employing rapid, parallel quantification of
bacterial growth in microplate spectrophotometers (e.g., Hegreness et
al., 2006). Here we develop a new approach and supporting computer
model for extending this method to efficiently infer the growth (abso-
lute fitness) of lytic phage. We then apply the method to test for
known differences in growth among phage genotypes.

Microplate spectrophotometers are generally useful for culturing
large numbers of microbial samples in small volumes (e.g., in a 96-well
microplate), while simultaneously obtainingmeasurements of the optical
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density of each culture. Densities of bacteria are typically estimated by
scattering of light at a wavelength of 600 nm. Phage particles are too
small for their densities to be quantified in thisway: for example, individ-
ual virions of RNAphageϕ6 are roughly 86 nm in diameter (Kenney et al.,
1992). However, the growth of lytic phage necessarily decreases the den-
sity of their sensitive host bacteria, and, in well-mixed liquid culture,
phage can drive their hosts to extinction. If phage and superabundant
bacteria are cultured together in a microplate well, spectrophotometry
can be used to track host density as it initially increases, peaks as the
phage infect and lyse their hosts, and finally decreases when hosts are
forced to extinction. Clearly, the shape of such a host–density curve
must be influenced by the intrinsic growth ability of a phage genotype,
but the nature of this relationship is not obviously informative.

Here we present a computer model of lytic phage infection of an
exponentially growing culture of host bacteria to demonstrate how
host–density curves may be translated into quantitative measures of
phage growth. To confirm predictions of our model we examined in-
fection of Pseudomonas syringae pathovar phaseolicola bacteria by ge-
notypes of phage ϕ6, strains which differed in performance gauged
through the traditional fitness assay (Chao, 1990).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Strains and culture conditions

P. phaseolicola was purchased from American Type Culture Collec-
tion (ATCC #21781), and cultured at 25 °C in LC medium: Luria–Ber-
tani broth at pH 7.5 (Turner and Chao, 1998). Overnight cultures of
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bacteria were grown from a single colony placed in 10 ml LC medium,
with shaking incubation (120 rpm). Bacterial stocks were stored in
4:6 glycerol/LC (v/v) mixtures at −80 °C.

All viruses were derived from wild type phage ϕ6 (ATCC #21781-
B1). An earlier experiment allowed three lineages of the virus to
evolve at Low (L) and High (H) multiplicity-of-infection (MOI, ratio
of viruses to cells; Turner and Chao, 1998). These six lineages are ab-
breviated as L1, L2, L3, and H1, H2, and H3, respectively. After 300
generations of virus evolution, 10 clones were isolated at random
from each of these six populations (Montville et al., 2005). Experi-
ments confirming simulation predictions (see Results) used 24 of
these 60 strains, and data are reported for assays involving 12 of the
clones (PT604[L1.2], PT609[L1.7], PT611[L1.9], PT612[L1.10], PT616
[L2.4], PT624[L3.2], PT630[L3.8], PT635[H1.3], PT644[H2.2], PT652
[H2.10], PT653[H3.1], and PT657[H3.5]; Montville et al., 2005).

Virus lysates were grown by mixing phage and a 200-μl lawn of
stationary-phase bacterial culture in 3 ml of LC top agar (0.7%) over-
lay on LC solid agar (1.5%). After 24 h, plaques were collected by plac-
ing the top agar layer in 3 ml LC, gently vortexing to break apart
plaques, and filtering (0.22 μm filter, Durapore, Millipore) the super-
natant to remove bacteria. The resulting phage lysate was stored at
−20°C in a 4:6 glycerol/LC (v/v) mixture. The titer (density) of a
phage lysate was determined by enumerating plaques visualized via
dilution series plated on P. phaseolicola lawns, where each plaque
was assumed to be initiated by a single phage particle. Thus, lysate ti-
ters are plaque-forming units (pfu) per ml.

2.2. Estimating phage growth

A200-μl volume containing 4×107 stationary-phase bacterial culture
and 400 pfu of test phage (initial MOI of 1×10−5) was placed in each
well of a transparent, flat-bottomed, 96-well microplate (Corning Inc.,
Corning, NY). Themicroplatewas incubated at 25 °Cwith orbital shaking
in a Tecan (Mannedorf, Switzerland) model Infinite F500 spectropho-
tometer. Optical density at 600 nm wavelength (OD600) was measured
for each well at 4 min intervals; measurements were obtained for at
least 10 h to ensure that bacteria went extinct.

A script was written and executed in R to smooth each OD600 curve
and to estimate Nmax (maximum bacterial population size) and text
(time at which bacteria become extinct). Curves were smoothed by av-
eraging each point with its immediate neighbors, and Nmax was the
highest smoothed value. In theory, text could be calculated as the time
when the OD600 reading first returns to its initial level. However, this ap-
proachwould be sensitive to anomalies caused by contents of lysed cells,
small quantities of resistant cells, and/or contaminants. Also, inner-lid
condensation on a microplate may inflate OD measures at times less
than ~1 h, making initial OD600 readings unreliable. To measure text
more accurately, we used the first time point which was more than
80 min after the peak OD600, and which differed by less than 0.002
from the precedingmeasurement. This heuristicwas chosen to give con-
sistent and sensible results for a wide range of curves (data not shown).

To estimate the number of phage produced in a well at the end of
the assay P(text), the microplate was placed in a swing-bucket of an
Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany) model #5810 centrifuge, and spun
for 10 min at 6000 rpm to pellet any remaining cells. Then, diluted
samples of supernatant were plated on bacterial lawns to achieve
non-overlapping plaques (i.e., ~200 plaques per plate maximum),
allowing estimates of P(text). Eq. (5) was then used to calculate r for
each strain using P(text), initial phage concentration, and text.

3. Results

3.1. Phage growth simulations

Our initial goal was to predict which features of host–density
curves were best associated with phage growth, and to assess how
these associations changed with respect to variation in phage fitness
components (growth-associated virus traits). Thus, we developed a
model for phage growth in an expanding population of susceptible
bacterial hosts. In the model, phage attached to bacteria with
second-order kinetics, reproduced within host cells for a specified
time, and then lysed the cells to release progeny phage that continued
the infection process. A specific phage phenotype was characterized
by three parameters: rate of virus attachment to cells (α), burst size
(virus particles produced per infected cell; β), and burst time (i.e., la-
tent period, the time between cell attachment and cell lysis; τ). Previ-
ous models of phage growth have focused on these same parameters
to study variation, evolution and optimality in phage ‘life-histories’
(Abedon, 1989; Abedon et al., 2001; Bull, 2006; Wang, 2006). Studies
with phage ϕ6 (Dennehy and Turner, 2004; Dennehy et al., 2007) and
other phage types (e.g., Abedon et al., 2003; Wang, 2006; Heineman
and Bull, 2007) have also ascribed relative differences among geno-
types across the lytic life-cycle to differences in burst time and burst
size.

To simplify our model we ignored several phage characteristics
that were expected to account for relatively little variation in fitness
(relative growth) among strains of phage ϕ6. We assumed that
phage did not decay (become nonviable for infection) during the sim-
ulations, which generally lasted for less than 24 h. This assumption is
justified for phage ϕ6, which remains viable in the absence of cells for
several days at 25 °C in the standard culture medium (O'Keefe and
Turner, unpublished results; see also McBride et al., 2008). Our
model follows other studies in assuming that infected cells immedi-
ately stop growing and are immune to further infection (e.g., Wang,
2006). The consequences of these assumptions are discussed below.

The dynamics of our model can be described as a system of three
differential equations:

dS=dt¼rsS−αSP
dIt=dt¼αSP
dP=dt¼It−τ−αSP

1–3

where S is density of susceptible hosts, It is density of infected hosts at
time t, P is density of free phage particles, α is attachment rate in
units of ml cell⋅phage min−1, β is burst size in pfu, τ is burst time
in min, and rS is intrinsic rate of increase of susceptible hosts. These
equations model a well-mixed phage/bacteria community with
ample space and nutrients for bacterial growth. The equations are
similar to those of Wang (2006), without the assumption of logistic
bacterial growth.

Using Eqs. (1–3), we numerically simulated a phage inoculum in-
troduced into a growing bacterial culture. In each simulation, 400 pfu
were mixed with 4×107 bacterial cells (MOI=1×10−5) in a volume
of 1 ml. Details of the simulation method are presented in the
Appendix. Fig. 1(a)–(c) shows simulated curves with varying burst
times, burst sizes, and rates of attachment. Since a spectrophotometer
cannot discriminate between infected and susceptible hosts, we plot-
ted the total bacterial density N(t):

N tð Þ¼SðtÞþ
Xt

i¼t−τ

Ii: 4

Each N(t) curve showed a similar pattern: the host population in-
creased exponentially for several generations, then briefly reached a
plateau before crashing when the phage population overwhelmed
the host population. Fig. 1(d) plots both host and phage densities
over time, illustrating the fundamental asymmetry between bacterial
and phage growth dynamics. The simulated bacterial hosts increased
steadily at a slow rate, reflecting cell reproduction via binary fission
and short generation times. In contrast, phage reproduced in large
bursts after a longer generation time. Due to these dynamics, and
the very low starting MOI, the phage particles were significantly



Fig. 1. Simulated host–density curves showing the dynamics of host growth and phage infection. a) Variation in burst time: solid line, τ=105 min; dashed line, τ=100 min; dotted
line, τ=95 min; dot–dash line, τ=90 min. Other parameters are α=1×10−10, β=150. b) Variation in burst size: solid line, β=100; dashed line, β=120; dotted line, β=140;
dot–dash line, β=160. Other parameters are α=1×10−10, τ=100. c) Variation in attachment rate: solid line, α=1×10−12, dashed line, α=1×10−11, dotted line,
α=1×10−10, dash–dot line, α=1×10−9. Other parameters are β=150, τ=100 min. d) Phage growth during a simulation with α=1×10−10, β=150, and τ=100 min. The
dotted line plots host density, while the gray line displays the concentration of free phage on the same scale.
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outnumbered by their host cells for most of the simulation. This pat-
tern justifies ignoring any co-infection events that may have occurred
(and readily occur at conditions of MOI≫1.0 in phage ϕ6; Froissart et
al., 2004), as well as growth of infected cells; both phenomena would
be relevant for only a small portion of the total experiment.

Fig. 1(a)–(c) demonstrates that variation in each of the three life-
history characteristics changes the size of the curve for bacterial
growth, without altering its basic shape. Specifically, increased at-
tachment rate, increased burst size, and decreased burst time, all led
to reduced text and lowered Nmax. In the absence of trade-offs be-
tween virus traits, these same directional changes should each in-
crease the growth ability of a phage phenotype. Our simulated
infections, therefore, suggested that Nmax and text should be negative-
ly associated with phage growth (absolute fitness).

To confirm these relationships, we simulated the growth of 500
hypothetical phage strains with random life-history parameters. For
each strain, ln(α) was drawn uniformly from the interval [−26,
−18), β was selected uniformly from the interval [50, 300), and τ
was drawn uniformly from the interval [80, 150). These ranges
were chosen to bracket measured values for phage ϕ6 strains (e.g.,
Dennehy and Turner, 2004; Dennehy et al., 2007). Absolute fitness
was determined for each strain by measuring total phage at text and
calculating intrinsic rate of increase:

r¼ lnðPðtextÞÞ− lnð500Þ
text

: 5

Fig. 2 plots calculated r values versus text for the 500 strains; log-
transformation of both axes reveals the relationship to be negative
and approximately log–log linear. The Spearman rank correlation be-
tween these two variables was−0.995, implying that text was a high-
ly informative predictor of r. The Spearman correlation between Nmax

and r was −0.987, though this relationship was strongly non-linear
even on a log–log plot (data not shown).



Fig. 3. Empirical curves of host density over time in three wells inoculated with differ-
ent phage genotypes. Data for the wild type phage are symbolized as ‘×’, a mildly
growth-impaired genotype as ‘+’, and a strongly growth-impaired genotype as ‘○’.
Points are raw measurements, and the connecting lines show the smoothed curves
used to infer curve parameters. The vertical bars indicate the points classified as Nmax

and text.
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3.2. Model confirmation using growth measurements of phage genotypes

Our simulation results suggested that phage growth can be pre-
cisely inferred from apparent features of the density curves of their
infected hosts. To confirm these predictions, we examined a collec-
tion of 24 previously-isolated phage ϕ6 strains (Montville et al.,
2005), which differed genetically based on sequence comparisons at
specific loci (Dennehy, Duffy and Turner, unpublished results;
McBride et al., 2008).

The 24 clones were used in assays that estimated Nmax and text for
each strain at initial MOI=1×10−5. Fig. 3 shows representative ex-
amples of empirical curves for strains of differing growth ability,
identifying relative values for Nmax and text. Using Eq. (5), we estimat-
ed r for each phage clone using its associated text value, initial phage
population size, and P(text) obtained through plating assays (see
Materials and methods).

Initial measurements of r for all 24 strains established a range of
growth capabilities (data not shown). We then chose 12 strains
representing approximately uniform intervals across this range for
further study. We performed assays using these 12 strains on two
separate days to control for differences between host cultures. Fig. 4
shows the calculated r values and measured text values for these
strains. Pearson correlations yielded an R2 of 98.27% for the first
day, and 99.11% for the second day. These results confirmed that text
was a precise measure of phage growth within a microplate well.
The r values clearly differed between days, most likely due to differ-
ences between host cultures grown overnight from separate colony
inoculations. However, we noted that the Pearson correlation be-
tween the r values for the two blocks was 0.983, indicating that text
consistently and reliably measured relative growth abilities of virus
strains.

4. Discussion

In the past century, phage plaque assays were critical for discern-
ing fundamentals in biology, including discovery of the triplet nature
of the amino-acid code (Crick et al., 1961), refinement of modern
cloning techniques, and use of viruses to efficiently test ecological
and evolutionary theory. The size and shape of a plaque suggest
how efficiently a phage variant is able to attack bacterial cells when
Fig. 2. The relationship between host extinction time and the calculated fitness of
phage genotypes. Each simulation begins with 500 identical phage mixed with
4×107 host cells in 1 ml, and proceeds until the density of host cells drops below
1000 cells ml−1. Each genotype has random values of α, β and τwithin realistic ranges
for phage ϕ6.
virus infection occurs in a structured (solid) environment. Also, infec-
tions occurring in unstructured (liquid) environments can be sam-
pled to enumerate plaque numbers per unit volume, thus
estimating virus titer (density). Despite the obvious utilities of
plaque-based methods, the information they yield is limited. For in-
stance, plaque size is notoriously difficult to interpret, as it does not
always correspond to a particular intra-plaque titer. Also, plaque as-
says are not very useful for examining intra-population variation, be-
cause differences among phage genotypes do not always translate to
differing plaque morphologies. Here we presented a novel liquid-
culture method for inferring differences in growth among virus geno-
types. By tracking through time the effects of virus infection on
Fig. 4. Relationship between text and realized rates of phage increase. r is the intrinsic
rate of increase of each phage population, calculated using Eq. (5) and measured titers.
Data symbolized as ‘○’ were obtained on the first day of assayed measurements, while
those symbolized as ‘+’ represent independent trials conducted on a second day.

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3
image of Fig.�4
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bacterial growth in liquid culture, we showed that new information
on virus attack could be extracted with high throughput. We devel-
oped a simple model to demonstrate that these growth curves of
host bacteria correlated with known differences in relative fitness
among genotypes of phage ϕ6.

Our new technique provides several advantages over classic pla-
que assays. In particular, the method allows viral isolates to be com-
pared and contrasted efficiently and relatively inexpensively (e.g.,
compared to genetic sequence comparisons), given access to a micro-
plate spectrophotometer. Thus, inter- and intra-population variation
can be gauged quickly, as well as simultaneously on a single 96-well
microplate. Such concurrent analysis is useful for minimizing poten-
tial block effects, such as stochastic differences among empirical rep-
licates caused by assays performed on separate days. Furthermore,
our analysis of changes in optical density through time provides a
means for using this visual information to easily interpret how ob-
served bacterial dynamics translate to differing growth success of
lytic viruses. The resulting data can be used to convey new insights
which would be difficult or impossible to discern from relatively
more labor-intense methods, such as virus growth curves obtained
through standard plaque assays.

An inevitable limitation of any fitness measurement is that the
conclusions drawn from the measurement may be particular to a spe-
cific environment. Our results are highly promising because we com-
pared phage genotypes in terms of their growth in liquid (an
unstructured environment), and these results correlated strongly
with absolute fitness (pfu per ml) rankings discerned through tradi-
tional plaque assays on agar (a structured environment). We note
that this same relationship may not hold in other phage systems.
However, we anticipate that in the future large-scale evolution exper-
iments with phage will be conducted in small volumes housed in
microplates, which will be amenable to automated dilution and prop-
agation, such as using liquid-handling robotics. Thus, our method
would provide an ideal assay for comparing growth of phages under
these conditions, in which case the method itself would be identical
to the conditions imposed during experimental evolution.

Evolutionary biologists have many good reasons to be fascinated
by phages: they are elegant models to study the genetics of adapta-
tion, challenging puzzles for phylogenetic analysis, ubiquitous agents
of selection on bacteria, and convenient analogs of medically impor-
tant disease agents such as Influenza-A Virus. Realizing this scientific
potential requires new laboratory techniques that apply modern
methods to answer questions relevant to evolution. This study adapts
a relatively common microbiological tool, the spectrophotometer, to
quantify the growth of phage, and applies it to studies with RNA
phage ϕ6. Our goal is that the precision and efficiency of this method
will help facilitate a new generation of larger, more statistically pow-
erful evolution experiments harnessing phage.
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Appendix AA.1. Numerical simulations

Our simulations calculate the state of the system at t+Δt from the
values of the variables at t and the previous values of It. Infected cells
are binned into intervals of one second duration, and burst precisely τ
minutes later. Simulations with variable burst times did not produce
qualitatively distinct results. This numerical algorithm is essentially
a first-order approximation, like Euler's method, and may therefore
produce imprecise or unstable estimates of the variables (Strogatz,
1994). These errors can be reduced by decreasing the step size; how-
ever, round-off error, caused by the finite precision of digital com-
puters, will increase as step size diminishes.

To manage these sources of error, our algorithm uses an adaptive
step size. In practice, the -αSP term in Eqs. (1–3) is the most problem-
atic. For example, this term can reduce S below zero when P is very
large. Therefore, we use this term to tune the algorithm. In each iter-
ation, the step size, Δt, is initially set to 6 s. Then, projected changes
are calculated, and if ΔtαSP is greater in magnitude than 10% of either
P or S, the step size is halved repeatedly until neither condition holds.

This method produces smooth curves of S(t) and prevents obvious
anomalies, such as negative values for any variable. To estimate the
significance of errors introduced by our numerical method, we per-
formed two controls. To estimate the imprecision of our first-order
approximation, we repeated the simulations shown in Fig. 1 with
the rule that ΔtαSPmust be less than 20% of P and S. This modification
should roughly double the step size when SP is large. The Pearson cor-
relation between the original calculated r values, r10%, and these new
values, r20%, was 0.9999996. This indicates that step sizes are suffi-
ciently small to produce stable, precise estimates. We also repeated
these simulations with a threshold of 1%. If round-off is a significant
source of error, its effects should be magnified at these small step
sizes. The correlation between r10% and r1% was 0.9999994, again indi-
cating the robustness of our method.
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